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Test

1. Read the statements below.

Cooper : We should turn off the lights.
Owen  : We should stop global warming.
Nancy :  We should reduce the use of 

electricity. 
Rachel : We should use eco-friendly bulbs.

Who does NOT talk about saving energy?

A) Rachel B) Cooper
C) Owen D) Nancy

2. 

SAVING THE 

PLANET

Which of the following is NOT suitable for 
the board?

A)  Use less water and energy.

B)  Turn off the lights.

C)  Don’t drop litter.

D)  Cut down trees.

3. Mr. Luke :  What can we do to reduce air 
pollution?

Noah   :  We can use public transportation. 
People shouldn’t use private cars.

Mr. Luke: Yes. I think - - - - , too.
Noah   : You’re right.

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue?

A) we can drop litter 
B) factories should use filters
C) we should not pour waste into the sea 
D) you shouldn’t throw rubbish around

4. Amelia and her friends prepared a poster about 
saving the world. Here are their suggestions 
and poster:
Amelia : We should plant trees.
Zoe : We should turn off the lights.
Julia : We should use less water.
Peter : We shouldn’t cut down trees. 
Sam : We should recycle plastic, paper and metal.

SAVE THE 
WORLD

Whose suggestion is ODD according to the 
poster?

A) Zoe’s B) Julia’s
C) Peter’s D) Sam’s

5. 

I unplug electrical devices 
before I go to bed every 
night.

Jose

What does Jose do before he goes to bed?

A)   B) 

C)   D) 
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Which of the following words is CORRECT 
when you fill in the blanks?

A) TREES B) REUSE
C) THROW D) PLANT

7. Rebecca prepared this poster for Unit 9, Saving 
The Planet.

What is her suggestion?

A) We should recycle our litter.
B) We shouldn’t harm animals.
C) We should walk or cycle to work and school.
D) We shouldn’t throw rubbish around.

8. 
1. - - - - 

devices

3. - - - - 
sources

2. - - - - 
transportation

4. - - - -  
bin

Which of the following does NOT fill in any of 
the blanks?

A) filter B) electronic
C) natural D) recycling

9. 

We - - - - keep the lakes 
clean. 

We - - - - drop litter.

We - - - - save water.

Which of the following completes the 
sentence above in CORRECT order?

A) shouldn’t - shouldn’t - should
B) should - should - shouldn’t
C) shouldn’t - should - should
D) should - shouldn’t - should

10. 

- - - - is a big problem in our 
country. Living beings die in the 
lakes and the farmers can’t use 
the water. Factories shouldn’t 

pour their wastes into the water.

Which of the following completes the text?

A) Air pollution B) Land pollution
C) Water pollution D) Noise pollution


